Creations
It’s crazy coming from nothing
how our minds processes
especially being on the short end of equality conversations
we're stuck with our unforeseen strengths regardless life tests –
and even though we question God regarding
his pressures creating diamonds in the ruffs
in live the answers are extremely elusive
so we chase money cause enough is never enough –
with that being said that's why
our survival makeups embraces the hustles
I can leave the house skinny, starving, and dead broke
and come home a heavyweight full of muscles –
today I have more respect for my choices
thinking outside the box I changed the products
Oyezzz is a brand ready to leave footprints
I'm talking quality brands like Gucci's and Prada's –
today is a special day to acknowledge
NFL talents who've created their own lanes
tonight it’s going down in Canton, Ohio
the 2018 class going into the Hall of Fame –
see for me Oyezzz has graduated my levels
if you allege I don't know how to act
the differences between me and yesterday is nothing
but inner peace and shifting the weight on my back –
think about this - what's the difference
between dirty money and a dirty check
although millions of answers will vary
we know money and power will disrespect –
my social media pipeline is like the 80s
I'm a certified Buffalo New Yorker who lived through the NWA era
I'm talking a time when game recognized game
when mobbing was all beauty without the faking and mascara –

I'm talking a time when Diddy was
formatting his Bad Boy vision and world tours
look at him now almost a billion later
still breathing Bad Boys and reping The Four –
as the conversations commence
we can't be trapped by crab in the bucket syndromes
keeping in mind conversations without works are hollow
from the joint I'm focused and grounded I'm talking ten toes –
moving forward negativity if researched
is a tressure of worth creating our own lanes
just know your dreams, creations, and visions are yours
that's hot as the sun which evaporates the rains –
Google Ray Lewis HOF speech. It’s extremely powerful. Creations.
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